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Introduction

The organizational set-up of PUSPATI is based on functional groupings

of common or related activities into several departments. Being considered

as an activity the management and the running of the PUSPATI research reactor

is thus placed under a department, i.e the Reactor Department.

Departments are further grouped into three main divisions:

1) Operation;

2) Research and Development; and

3) Administration divisions

Each divisions is headed by a deputy director. While each department heads

report directly to their respective divisional deputy directors, the deputy

directors report to the director, is following the normal chain of respon-

sibilities in any similar organizational set-up.

Departments whose dominant activities are to provide services are

placed under the Operation Division. The Reactor Department falls into

this category along with the Engineering Services, Health and Radiation

Control and Information Sciences Departments, Figure 1.

Administration of the Reactor Department

The Reactor Department was set up with the main objective of

managing the PUSPATI TRIGA Reactor, PTR and to promote its uses while

conducting research in related areas. As indicated by Figure 2, it is

divided into three sections:

1) Operation and Maintenance (ONM);

2) Irradiation Services (IS); and

3) Development Sections



Activities of these sections are coordinated "by the department head

who also acts as the Reactor Manager. Within RJSPATI, the department is

ansverable on the safety and overall well-being of the reactor. Looking

closer, the ONM section is the one who plays the greater part of this.

The ONM section executes all activities related to the operation

and maintenance of the reactor, schedules its operation, and keeps fuel

inventory, among others. This section is the earlieatst that became func- • '

tional, i.e even before the reactor construction was started. Its tasks

then were to mainly draft administrative and operating procedures for the

reactor, acquiring supporting equipment, and later help in the reactor

installation and commissioning. The other two sections, in fact, were

partly made up of staff derived from the original ONM section.

The IS section receives? and evaluates all irradiations to be performed

at the reactor prior to submission for approval and their subsequent execution.

It is coordinated by a research officer who is a physicist.

The Development section takes care of any research and development

efforts for the improvement of the reactor operation and safety. In

addition, it is also expected to conduct studies in reactor systens,

either on its own or in collaboration with other departments and/cr

research programme within or without PUSPATI. It being a young section

could only presently identify the areas of research to be conducted.

Adninistration for the reactor operation

While functional sectionalization car. be rr.ade easily, the deployment

of staff available in the department in all of its sections cannot be cade

too clear-cut. This is in order to diversify the job content of each of

the staff as activities in the ONM section are mostly routine in nature.

The number of trained operators are still limited while those available

are spread over the other two sections. In addition, by virtue of their

academic qualifications and analytical capabilities, they are more suited

to carry out research and tasks other than merely operating the reactor.

Therefore, the duty of operating the reactor is made on a rotational

basis, as depicted in Figure 2.



Currently, the reactor operating force consists of four senior

reactor operators and three reactor operators out of a total of 13

technical/scientific staff in the department. An in-house training

program which was started in October 1982 is aimed at strengthening

this capability.

Responsibilities over the operation of the reactor is divided into

several levels, namely:

1) Reactor Supervisor;

2) Senior Reactor Operator;

3) Reactor Operator; and

h) Trainee Reactor Operator

Except for the Reactor Supervisor, all other positions are rotational.

In this manner smooth continuity and proper maintenance of reactor

operating history, documentations, scheduling, and other related record

keeping can "be assured. The nature of the job dictates the requirement

that a reactor supervisor must be a senior reactor operator.

It is obvious that the ONM section is an organization in itself "

within the Reactor Department. While on reactor duty personnel in the

department is therefore subjected to the rules, regulations, and procedures

governing the administration and operation of the reactor irrespective of

their normal standings in the department. To avoid possible conflicts

arising cut of the different norms applied to the ONM set-up the Reactor

Supervisor is accorded sufficient authority to make the system works. It

has never experienced any breakdown yet. nevertheless, a review of this

system and the staffing of the OHM section will be restudied to ensure its

stability over the long term.

All radiological and personnel monitoring for the Reactor Department

are done by the Health and Radiation Control Department. A health physi-

cist assisted by several technicians (radiological) are attached to the

reactor for this purpose.



Although the Reactor Department has its own instrumentation engineer

for the maintenance of its electronics equipment and the reactor instru-

mentation, maintenance of the secondary cooling system and the ventilation

system:are taken care of by the Engineering Services Department. The

operation of these systems, however, are totally controlled by the reactor

staff.

Pules and regulations

Nuclear related activities in Malaysia are currently governed by the

Radioactive Substances Act, 19-68. The act, however, dees not cover the

licensing and other regulatory aspects of nuclear reactors.

Pending the Atomic Energy Act which is yet to "be tabled at the

Parliament an internal PUSPATI Safety Committee was formed to fill L'̂  this

need. This committee is the highest ranking authority on the overall

safety and security of PUSPATI. In so far as the control ever the reactor

is concerned the committee operates in a much similar manner to a typical

nuclear regulatory body but in a smaller scale enough to cater our present

needs.

The Committee is chaired by the Director of F'JSPATI with si;c .-.embers

comprising of the Deputy Director of operation, Heads of the Peactcr, Health

and Radiation Control, Icotopej Engineering Services, Instrumentation and

Control, and the Physical Security Departments. It holds meetings regularly

and at any other tine as justified by the issues at hand. It approves the

reactor standard operating procedures, experiments, modifications, reviev

reports of abnormal occurances, issues reactor operating licenses, and lay

down additional rules and regulations as and when necessary. The Reactor

Department itself is instrumental in drafting most of the rules and regula-

tions as they originated out of need or through precedence in the course

of the operation and management of the reactor. The rules and regulations

were adopted from several guides, technical report series of the IAEA, and

the practice of other similar facilities.



In order to function efficiently and effectively the PUSPATI Safety

Committee is assisted by subcommittees looking after the detail and the

more technical aspects of the various activities being regulated. In the

case of the reactor it is assisted by a Reactor Safety Subcommittee. This

subcommittee is chaired by a health physicists of the Health and Radiation

Control Department who is responsible for radiological monitoring at the

reactor. It has six other members derived from the Reactor Department

(2 nuclear engineers and 2 physicists), Engineering Services Department

(1 electrical maintenance engineer )j and the Instrumentation and Control

Department (1 electronic instrumentation engineer). It holds meetings

regularly in between the PUSPATI Safety Committee Meetings. The flow of

information and/or directive between the PL'SPACI Safety Committee and the

Reactor Department is made through this subcommittee.

Although it has its limitations and weaknesses the present arrangement

is found to be workable and the most suitablt with the available resources

to affect good control over the still limited activities at the reactor.

Inspections:

There is no formal mechanism of inspection of the reactor other than

the review of reports presented to both the subcommittee and the PUSPATI

Safety Committee. Monthly reports are submitted to the subcommittee.

The report contains data on the operation, usage, maintenance, and modifi-

cations made on the reactor. Based or. these reports the reactor manager

prepares quarter yearly for sucnittal to the PUSPATI Safety Committee,

highlighting the main operating feat'-ires for the reported period. For

his own interest the reactor manager also conducts spot checks from time

to time including reviewing the reactor operating records.

Internationally, as a signatory to the nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty, the facility is subjected to safeguards inspections by the IAEA.



Conclusion:

The set up, through our experience so far, is effective enough for

the control of the reactor while not unduly discouraging its utilization.

Several other aspects, pertaining to the record keeping, procedures for

the approval of experiments, etc. have been omitted from this paper for

brevity. These can be found from the various Guidelines published by

the Reactor Department and standing orders issued by the PUSPATI Safety

Committee. However, the system and its mechanism of working is continu-

ously reviewed in keeping with the expansion of activities surrounding the

reactor. This is in consonant with the viev expressed by the IAEA safety

mission in its review cf the system last year; that it is a good starting

point for a more complete regulatory system internal to PUSPATI.
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